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BaT Essentials
Lot #8321

Seller: alfasz

Location: San Rafael, California 94903

Chassis: GHD3L121494

18,683 Miles Shown

Black Plate CA Car

Reupholstered Interior

Recent Inspection

Auctions 

This MG MGB got away, but there are more like it here.!

Black-Plate 1967 MG MGB GT

SEE RESULT
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Private Party or Dealer: Dealer

Additional Charges From This Dealer: USD $0 Document Fee

Model Page: MG MGB

This 1967 MG MGB GT is believed to be a California car from new and still wears its original black license plates, UUR 362.
The car is fundamentally stock and powered by a 1798cc inline-four with twin SU carburetors, paired to a 4-speed
gearbox. It is �nished in British Racing Green over a nicely reupholstered black interior, and is o�ered with MG literature
and a clean California title.

The paint and body are in good condition with a shiny �nish and straight bodywork. The car appears to have been kept
dry and well cared for during its lifetime, and presents as a nice driver-level example that would be a great candidate for
local rallies and back road touring. It appears to have originally been Primrose Yellow, as evidenced by yellow paint
visible under the dash and in various other areas. The engine bay was painted black by a previous owner.
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Bumper chrome and other brightwork is nice while the chrome windshield surrounds are a bit faded. All of the windows
on the car including front and rear glass are the original stamped Triplex pieces. The left headlight is an original Lucas
lens while the right is a newer replacement. Both rear taillight lenses are original Lucas units, as are both front turn signal
indicators. Painted spoke wheels look good in photos but could bene�t from a repaint.

The interior was redone at some point in the past in black leatherette upholstery with white piping, a carpet kit, and
custom wood inserts on the dash. These �rst-series cars featured the early steel dashboard layout that was subsequently
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redesigned for 1968. The original steering wheel remains along with the original radio.

Door panels are in very good condition, and a headliner and sun visors are present. Underneath the rear seat, a single
12-volt battery replaces the original twin 6-volt setup. The original spare wire wheel remains in the trunk, with an ancient,
possibly original Michelin X spare tire.

Original Smiths gauges are in working order and the car is a usable driver on the road as shown in the video above.
Lights, turn signals, and the horn work. The car has good power and stops and shifts well, however the choke is not
operational, so cold starts are best aided with a shot of starting �uid.

1967 MGB GT
de bringatrailer

00:45

https://vimeo.com/bringatrailer
https://vimeo.com/256627769
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The seller acquired the car last year and has occasionally enjoyed it on West Marin backroads. It was inspected in the
winter with an inspection report shown below.

Filed under: mg, mg b
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2/28/18 at 5:25 PM

tim_t  351

The metal dash GTs are the least common of the B’s and a west coast examplse that have not su�ered accidents
or structural corrosion have to be the more desirable of these cars. whilst the color change deducts points, this
looks to be a very sound example and sold for a very fair price. If seeking a ‘practical’ classic the early MGB is
hard to beat.. more ‘secure’ than the roadster, and good useable space between hatch and seats which �ts a
bag of golf clubs comfortably. The only downside I’m aware of of cabin heat in summer.. but A/c kits are
available for reasonable money .. add that and a 5 speed ( or source the correct overdrive option) and you have
an enjoyable car from the past which can be enjoyed for many miles with minimal expense..the design has held
up well over the years and still looks pleasing to the eye from any angle. These GT’s are underrated and could
well climb in value.. sound examples such as this example are the exception and this one is certainly are not
going to loose value it is looked after… I’d say well bought.

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/28/18 at 3:10 PM

200mph  2,450

Add a comment here
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AUCTION RESULT

Winning Bid USD $13,000 by Stang

Auction Ended Tuesday, February 27 at 9:13pm
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@993Cab I’d say values are slowly rising. With 500,000 made (roadsters and GTs), new and used parts are
plentiful, which is great. But really good cars for sale are also plentiful, so cars like this will always sell at a
discount.
It would be inexpensive but time consuming to bring this to a higher standard,. Easier to buy it and enjoy it as is,
so congrats to buyer and seller.

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/28/18 at 2:52 AM

MrZo  62

@mb4design – Well, if we limit traditional national racing colors to only race cars then Rosso Corsa, Bleu de
France, Silver, White (alone or with a blue stripe or red “sun”) as well as British Racing Green, Dark British Racing
Green and New British Racing Green would all be o� limits.

Our roads would be all the poorer for it. As the driver of another ’67 BRG MGB-GT, I say “too far, sir, too far!” ;-)

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/28/18 at 2:34 AM

Ben_E  3,741

@Housewiz,

In the late 80’s, Road & Track predicted that MGBs would be $20-25k by the year 2000.

I think about that every time I see someone on BaT say something like “it’ll be worth double in 10 years!”

 1  Flag as not constructive

2/28/18 at 2:04 AM

Housewiz  1,157

Over 2 decades ago a major car rag predicted these would be selling now for $25K. They are very cool and hope
they do.

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/28/18 at 12:51 AM

John_Henry  219

Je�T,
What you put into your ‘65 and ‘66 may be measured in dollars. What you get out of it is not measured in
dollars. The dollar is not the only measure of value.
Best Regards,
John Henry

 1  Flag as not constructive
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2/27/18 at 11:03 PM

mb4design  1,331

Wow, maybe I sold my 66 B roadster too soon. Start the hate, but I think BRG should only be on a car that
actually races. (w/ dispensation for XKSSs)

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:30 PM

Je�T  478

As the owner of a 65 and 66 MGB roadster it is frustrated to see them not be appreciated. Obviously with
almost 500,000 built they will be slow to appreciate. After rebuilding the engine, new paint, and new leather
seats on my 65 Iris Blue disc wheel I know I would never get out of it what I have put in it. Then again, since it will
never be sold while I am alive, it does matter. Fun cars with loyal following. Congrats to the buyer and seller.
Paint the engine bay the correct colors and you’ll have a �ne AND fun car. LONG LIVE ABINGDON.

 2  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:27 PM

auto-rant  136

I was on the phone while watching this one….well bought!

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:21 PM

993Cab  208

Exactly what I paid for my BRG BGT 2 years ago. I’d say my car is a heap nicer than this o�ering especially in the
engine bay. It con�rms my suspicion that values on Mark I BGT’s are �at! Thoughts?

 1  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:17 PM

skipper3030  175

Looks like Stang likes GT’s.. Have fun with them!

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:15 PM
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alfasz (The Seller)  517

Thanks everyone! @Stang came to see the car this weekend and is a great guy. Congrats!

 5  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:13 PM

Sold on 2/27/18 for $13,000 to Stang

2/27/18 at 9:12 PM

Jperell  886

And then there were two……

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 9:11 PM

$13,000 bid placed by Stang

2/27/18 at 9:10 PM

$12,750 bid placed by kupplung

2/27/18 at 9:09 PM

$12,000 bid placed by Stang

2/27/18 at 9:07 PM

$11,550 bid placed by kupplung

2/27/18 at 9:07 PM

$11,000 bid placed by Stang

2/27/18 at 8:59 PM

bwestcott  42

That’s a beautiful one. Just the right amount of original scru� and resto. Good luck to the bidders.

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 5:36 PM

F.N.Steinway  1,719

You just cant go wrong with a series 1 metal dash mgb. The Gt version is such a pretty car. Decent MPG,
comfortable, super cheap to maintain, every part is available. You can put a surprising amount of stu� in the
back of one of these although the rear seat is for small kids only. They are great on smooth roads and eager to
please in the corners. An early B really is one of the easiest cars to have a lot of fun in.

 3  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 4:10 PM

Jperell  886
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There have been lots of comments about the “hatchback” here and it’s great look. I have owned several B GT’s
with my all time favorite being a 1967. Just something about the timeless look and appearance of these. My
favorite Primrose is now with BenE. It’s in good hands. The styling is part Italian as Pininfarina assisted in the
design of the GT. One of the funniest times I’ve had with that car was registering it for the �eld at Concorso
Italianano…. As Pininfarina had worked his magic on the design it quali�es for “Other Italian “ and gets to sit in
the “nice” part of the show �eld with all it’s grown up cousins.

 7  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 3:56 PM

Jperell  886

@Ben E and Miatadon . I still to this day don’t know why I sold my Primrose ‘67 B GT. BenE knows I’m still alive so
there is hope. Ah, the big choke cable discussion…… a new cable, 20 min , beer and cigar and its good to go
again. If the cams on the choke linkage is out then add 10 min and another beer

 2  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 3:35 PM

britbits  207

Brings back memories of riding in the passenger seat of my friend’s MGB-GT to car shows and MG meets on the
east coast in the 80s. His car was a twin to how this is, BRG with black interior. His car was in roughly this shape
when purchased, a winter with a bead blaster and lots of swap meet hunting let him build it into a show winner.
One memory is that those low back seats were not fun on long road trips, otherwise a fun car

 0  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 2:54 PM

Dellorto  312

@ChasSidwa – I had the same sensation in my Bugeye, particularly since the rust holes in the �oor allowed you
to see the road rushing past under you.

 1  Flag as not constructive

2/27/18 at 2:41 PM

ChasSidwa  214

Being a past owner of a 1970 B you can be doing the speed limit and you felt like you were doing a 100 mph. My
next car was a 2002tii in 72 and it felt like a Ferrari. I miss the B more then the tii.

 0  Flag as not constructive
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